
SEMINAR SERIES 

Dear Members & Friends,Dear Members & Friends,Dear Members & Friends,Dear Members & Friends,    
 

Join us for a Networking session and Industry talk on Join us for a Networking session and Industry talk on Join us for a Networking session and Industry talk on Join us for a Networking session and Industry talk on 

Tuesday, October 13th.Tuesday, October 13th.Tuesday, October 13th.Tuesday, October 13th.        
On that evening, our Publicity Director, Patrick O’Brien, will On that evening, our Publicity Director, Patrick O’Brien, will On that evening, our Publicity Director, Patrick O’Brien, will On that evening, our Publicity Director, Patrick O’Brien, will 

share some thoughts on a topic of great relevance in today’s share some thoughts on a topic of great relevance in today’s share some thoughts on a topic of great relevance in today’s share some thoughts on a topic of great relevance in today’s 

challenging climate, that of Leadership.challenging climate, that of Leadership.challenging climate, that of Leadership.challenging climate, that of Leadership.        
“Inspiring Leaders” is the CMI strap“Inspiring Leaders” is the CMI strap“Inspiring Leaders” is the CMI strap“Inspiring Leaders” is the CMI strap----line, and this talk is line, and this talk is line, and this talk is line, and this talk is 

positioned to extend our thinking in this important area.  The positioned to extend our thinking in this important area.  The positioned to extend our thinking in this important area.  The positioned to extend our thinking in this important area.  The 

aim on the evening is to raise our collective understanding of aim on the evening is to raise our collective understanding of aim on the evening is to raise our collective understanding of aim on the evening is to raise our collective understanding of 

what Leadership means.  Patrick will facilitate this by sharing what Leadership means.  Patrick will facilitate this by sharing what Leadership means.  Patrick will facilitate this by sharing what Leadership means.  Patrick will facilitate this by sharing 

some insights into how he sees Leadership, and, see how some insights into how he sees Leadership, and, see how some insights into how he sees Leadership, and, see how some insights into how he sees Leadership, and, see how 

that resonates with the audience.that resonates with the audience.that resonates with the audience.that resonates with the audience.        
He’ll take a look at a few well known Leaders, and try to get He’ll take a look at a few well known Leaders, and try to get He’ll take a look at a few well known Leaders, and try to get He’ll take a look at a few well known Leaders, and try to get 

a sense of what makes them different.  He’ll look into a sense of what makes them different.  He’ll look into a sense of what makes them different.  He’ll look into a sense of what makes them different.  He’ll look into 

Leadership as a concept, and also explore the ways in which Leadership as a concept, and also explore the ways in which Leadership as a concept, and also explore the ways in which Leadership as a concept, and also explore the ways in which 

it may differ from Management.it may differ from Management.it may differ from Management.it may differ from Management.        
Finally, he’ll dive a little deeper into the interesting subject Finally, he’ll dive a little deeper into the interesting subject Finally, he’ll dive a little deeper into the interesting subject Finally, he’ll dive a little deeper into the interesting subject 

of Leading, to examine some of the key Skills required when of Leading, to examine some of the key Skills required when of Leading, to examine some of the key Skills required when of Leading, to examine some of the key Skills required when 

Leading.Leading.Leading.Leading.    

    

    
Patrick O'BrienPatrick O'BrienPatrick O'BrienPatrick O'Brien is Managing Director 

of The Amanuenses Network Pte Ltd, a 
company delivering soft-skills Training 
Solutions that focus on Team 
Productivity, and, Personal Effectiveness. 
 
He brings a unique blend of Coaching, Neuro Linguistic 
Programming, and Improvisation to his workshops, making 
them highly interactive, engaging, and fun learning 
experiences. LEA
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SPEAKER’S PROFILE 

Date:  Tuesday, 13th Oct 09 

Time:  7.30pm - 9.30pm 

Registration: Free 

Dress code: Office Attire 
 

Microsoft Office 
One Marina Boulevard 

22nd floor 
 

Contact person:  

Irina Bytchkova 

Email: irina@managers.org.sg 

Contact no: 8268 3555 

Patrick
Soft Skills Articles

http://www.amanuenses.net/knowledge.html

